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Abstract : Mobile ad hoc network is network constructed using mobile nodes like laptop, tablet, etc mobile
devices which can be used to send and receive data using wireless communications. No pre existing infrastructure
is required for ad hoc network setup. Each node of network act as sender, receiver and intermediate node
while communication happens.  Each node act as a router for packet transfer. Such network is useful for
military and disaster management where infrastructure may damaged or not existed. Absence of central
authority and specialized routers make such network vulnerable to various packet drop and delay attacks
where intermediate nodes act maliciously and disturb network by dropping/delaying packets coming to them.
Solution used for wired network can not be applied in wireless network as it is due to resource constraint of
nodes in MANET. Cryptographic approaches introduce unnecessary computing complexity which is not
appropriate for battery operated and resource constraint nodes. Trust based routing can be used to avoid such
selfish/malicious node in network. This paper presents effect of such selfish/malicious nodes in MANET. Also
we have proposed a trust based solution to avoid selfish/malicious node in active route and thus improve route
discovery time and throughput of the network.

Keywords : Ad hoc Network, selfish node, malicious node, route discovery time, throughput, trust based
routing.

1. INTRODUCTION

MANET is a multi hop infrastructure less network with dynamically changing topology due to mobility of
participant nodes in network. No pre existing infrastructure is required to set up ad hoc network. Node has to
depend on other nodes for data transfer toward destination node[14]. Each node act as a router and responsible
for routing packet toward destination. Thus node has to depend on intermediate nodes. The existing routing
protocol used for mobile ad hoc network concentrate only on dynamic topology of node. They are not considering
various attacks which intermediate node can do on packets[14]. Intermediate nodes act selfishly or maliciously ie
they may drop packet instead of forwarding them further or intentionally delay them before forwarding. To detect
such malicious activities one may use widely used cryptography based solutions. We can not use such heavy weight
complex algorithm in mobile ad hoc network as nodes in mobile ad hoc network are having limited processing
power and memory constraint.  Researchers come up with many approaches for detecting selfish and malicious
activities. These approaches are classified in to three categories. They use cryptographic approach to avoid attacks.
They may use IDS to detect attacks and They may use trust based approach to detect and avoid attacks. The first
two approaches are heavy weight and use more processing and memory so not widely used for wireless ad hoc
network. The trust based approach is getting popular among researcher as it is light weight and simple. Researchers
associate trust value with each node[2]. This trust value can be calculated using various parameters observed for
that specific node. Also based on past interaction node will compute the future trust value of a node using probabilistic
approach, Hidden Markov model, weighted sum model, fuzzy model, symbolic logic etc[3]. Nodes may also
broadcast the trust value observed by them as a recommendation. Thus trust value can be calculated directly by
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observing traffic of neighbors and by collecting recommendation from others[1].  Any node’s trustworthiness can
be decided using trust value calculated for it. Again this trust value changes dynamically with time and behavior of
node. Threshold values are used to decide the nodes trustworthiness.  In this paper we are using total number of
packet drop by node , total number of packets delayed by node, total number of packet modified by node before
forwarding, total number of REER packet initiated by node and remaining energy of node to calculate trust value of
a node. This trust value is used to calculate trust of the route which is established while routing and avoid less
trustworthy node in route. Thus our approach not only detects malicious activities but also gives stable route  as I
have consider battery life and REER at node for calculating trust value. The route with less malicious nodes and
more stable nodes are added in route[16].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss the current state of art in section II. Proposed Trust
based Routing algorithm used for mobile ad hoc network is explained in section III. Experimental results are
presented in section III. Concluding remarks are given in section IV.

2. STATE OF ART

MANET are deployed in controlled environment so the probability of attacks and malfunctioning increase as
there is no controlling entity here to monitor the activities of nodes. There are numerous approaches proposed by
researchers to implement trust based routing which identify malicious nodes of network.

In [17] authors proposed trust management protocol for MANET which addresses two important area: Trust
bias minimization and application performance maximization. They integrate social as well as QoS parameters to
calculate trust. Trust will be calculated as social trust and Qos trust. Social trust is calculated using social ties
measured by intimacy and honesty by healthiness. QoS trust uses energy of node and cooperativeness (successful
packet forwarded).

In [11] authors proposed a secure routing scheme for MANET routing which is based on AODV. They
concentrate on packet drop and packet delay attack. They used trust based approach in which trust is calculated
using various network parameters and weight is also assigned to them. The parameters they used are data packet
dropped, data packet forwarded, number of packets delayed, control packets dropped and remaining energy of
a node. Trust is calculated using weighted sum model.

In [18] authors present a light weight trust based routing which consumes less computational resources. It will
used locally available information on each node. Their protocol will detect black hole and grey hole attack. On
each node trust value of all neighbour nodes will be calculated.

In ARMAN scheme [19] authors have seen trust a subjective probability by which it has no dependency on
any third party. It uses direct information coming from personal observation of agents and indirect information
coming from other agents. Trust computation is performed in three parts. 1) obtains direct observation between
truster and trustee. 2)collects second hand information provided by set of neighbours 3) integrate first hand and
second hand information using Dempster Shafer theory. To avoid malicious second hand information it uses Similarity
view it is based on an assumption that if two agents observe an event in the same way, they have similar views.

3. TRUST BASED ROUTING ALGORITHM

In our trust model each node which is a part of the network maintains a trust table in which it records values
obtain by observing behaviour of each of its neighbours. These values are used to measure the level of trust a node
has on its neighbours. For reducing extra overhead we only considered the values locally observed at a node. Let
our ad hoc network has N number of nodes. Any random node i of a network has M numbers of neighbour. The
trust table at node i hase total M entries in it. One for each neighbour. Node i’s trust on node j can be calculated
using values stored in a trust table at node i for neighbour j.

Let Ti(j)  is trust of node i on node j(j is neighbour of i).
Ti(j) = = – W1*(Poj – PFj) – W2 * Pej –W3 * PERj + W4*REj
Poj : number of packet observed for a neighbour node j,
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PFj : number of packet successfully forwarded by neighbour node j,
Pej : number of packets delayed at neighbour node j,

PERj : number of error packets initiated by neighbour node j,

REj : remaining energy of node j.

Here W1, W2, W3 and W4 are the weight factors. W1 + W2 + W3 + W4 = 1 and 0 < = W1,W2,W3,W4
< = 1. W1 is the weight for detected packet drop and packet modification at node which must be more as packet
drop and modification at an intermediate node is serious issue. W2 is weight related to packet delay detected at
node which is less serious comparing previous attack. W3 is weight related to mobility of a node. W4 is weight
associated with Energy of neighbour node. Initial value of W1 = 0.5, W2 = 0.3, W3 = 0.1 and W4 = 0.1. We are
giving more importance to packet drop/modification attack compare to delay attack and route stability due to
mobility of nodes and energy of node. With time activities are detected and values of weights changes based on the
observed values of each neighbour using following calculation.

X = (Poj–PFj)

Y = Pej

Z = REj

W1 = (X/(X + Y + Z))

W2 = (Y/(X + Y + Z))

W3 = W4 = (1–(W1 + W2))/2

In our algorithm weight values are updated when trust value of any node is calculated on node.

The trust model which we design observes the behaviour of their neighbours and calculates the trust value. To
reduce complexity and overhead we use passive monitoring of traffic to evaluate the node.

Trust based routing

Route is a sequence of nodes from source to destination. The trust of route depends on the trust value of all
intermediate nodes. Let a route r consists of l intermediate nodes.

x1, x2, x3—xl where xi is ith intermediate node of route r

Trust value of route r is Tr,

Tr = Tx1+ Tx2 +.....+ Txl

Tr =
1

1
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i
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On each node trust table is maintained storing observed values for each neighbour.

4. EXPERIMENT SETUP

In OPNET 11, We have updated a node model wlan_wkstn_adv which comes with standard wireless lan
package as Drop_wlan_wkstn_adv and Dly_ wlan_wkstn_adv for implementing periodic packet drop and packet
delay attacks respectively.

After creating the malicious node models, We have compare the route discovery time of AODV routing
protocol and throughput of Wireless LAN by creating two scenario one is without the malicious node (reliable_aodv)
and other is with malicious nodes (unreliable_aodv) as shown in figure 1 (a) and (b). In fig (b) encircled nodes are
malicious. Node 2 is a node with packet drop attack and node 4 is a node with packet delay attack. Each scenario
has 6 nodes. The traffic used for simulation is UDP traffic which flows from source node to destination node. The
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simulation runs for 20 minutes and traffic starts at 100 seconds. Traffic is generated by sending 5060 request
packets from the source to the destination with a inter request time 3 seconds. Each request packet consists of
1470 bytes, with each request sending 5 packets (Anipakala Suresh, 2000). Response from the destination is
disabled in order to make unidirectional traffic. All the nodes in the wireless LAN are stationary nodes. We
implemented a proposed routing scheme by incorporating above algorithms with existing AODV as TRST_AODV.
We have created third scenario same as second scenario(unreliable_Myaodv) with TRST_AODV as routing
protocol with malicious nodes (encircled) and compare the route discovery time and throughput of all three
scenarios[14][15].

Fig. 1. (a) Network without malicious node (b) network with drop attacker(node2) and delay attacker(node4)

4. RESULT ANALYSIS

In proposed trust based AODV destination node will send RREP packet (includes trust value) for each
RREQ it receives. Thus source node has multiple routes from source to destination. Each route has a trust value
associated with it, that is the trust value of that route. Based on this trust value route will be chosen for sending data
packets. Again load of data packet transferring is distributed among n number of routes.  With time the malicious
nodes exhibit their behavior and neighbor nodes would notice and record it in their trust table. Thus the malicious
node’s trust value will be degraded with time and presence of such node in route will also degrade trust value of the
whole route. We have considered two performance measurement parameters route discovery time and throughput.
Table 1 shows the comparison of route discovery time and throughput of simulated network with AODV in
absence of any attacker node and in presence of two attacker nodes. The third column of table shows the recorded
values of the parameters in presence of attack but trust based AODV routing protocol.

The values in table shows that the route discovery time of AODV routing is increased and throughput is
decreased in presence of attacker nodes. If we use our proposed Trust based AODV with attacker nodes, the
route discovery time and throughput will be improved which is almost equal to normal AODV routing. This happens
due to searching and using multiple route simultaneously for sending data packets. You can see that the result we
get for Trust based AODV with attacker nodes are better than AODV without attackers. This is because in Trust
based AODV we have searched multiple routes from source to destination and use them simultaneously to send
data packets. The same results are also compared using graphs shown in figure2 and figure3.
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Table 1.

AODV with attack AODV without attack TRU_AODV with attack

Max Avg Min Max Avg Min Max Avg Min

Route

 Discovery 0.659011 0.13516 0.081265 0.254358 0.064676 0.030336 0.254358 0.044947 0.031967

ime(sec)

Throughput 10029.82 8440.343 420.7407 44522.72 36310.39 1214.37 39593.96 33172.15 1214.37
(bits/sec)

Fig. 2. Comparision of route discovery time

Fig. 3. Comparision of throughput
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5.CONCLUSION

In our proposed  trust based routing protocol we have calculated trust on each node by observing network
traffic to or from each neighbor. Each node trust its neighbor node by observing their behavior. The node does not
ask for recommendation from other nodes for trust worthiness of any node. Node itself take decision whether to
trust a neighbor or not. Thus this is a scalable approach. The traffic monitoring and matching packets incurred some
overhead which we can balance by using searching more than one route for communication. The result we obtained
can show the effectiveness of our proposed scheme
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